
The process of testing a material’s thermal properties starts by setting up the material(s) to be tested as a barrier between the two sides 
of the chamber. One side of the chamber is equipped with a heater, and the opposite an 800 watt air conditioning unit. Each side of the 
chamber is then monitored and kept at specific temperatures, with the energy expended in maintaining the temperatures measured and 
documented.

Energy used to maintain temperature on the “internal tent” side of the cham-
ber is recorded in watt hours, and is compared to the energy expenditure 
used on an array of different material and insulation arrangements to 
ultimately find the best selection of materials for our desired purpose.

Basic testing can range from 90 minutes to 8 hours, though all testing 
has an unlimited upper duration limit. Due to our ability to test materi-
als with controlled thermal levels for any duration, we can not only test 
the initial thermal efficiency of materials and products but also how this 
will affect the materials in the long term, and how lengthened intervals 
affect the efficiency. By design, the entire time required from the conclusion 
of one test and test start of another (full tear down to complete set up) is one hour.

By testing many different materials and combinations, we can then conclude which materials 
are best suited for the project at hand.

Thermal Resistance Assessment Chamber (TRAC)
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A/C Inlet

The Thermal Resistance Assessment Chamber is used to measure the insulating properties of materials, alone or in various combi-
nations. This testing is vital in making our products more thermally efficient. The chamber itself was constructed to be air-tight, thus 
allowing for a relatively low margin of outside contamination error. Each surface within the chamber is insulated to twice the housing 
standard; all six sides are coated with R-26 insulation to reduce any temperature leeching through walls, floor, or ceiling.
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Example: A tent designed for a mild climate would not require as high an insulation 
value as a tent designed for use in an extreme climate. By testing and knowing 
which materials perform better in which climates, and taking into account what kind 
of insulation requirements are desired, we can quickly and economically create 
said tent from the best materials and save from having costly failures in real world 
conditions.

Thermal sensors are located in two main areas: The first are in the areas that represent the 
exterior of the tent, and also the very interior habitable zone. These are the temperatures 
which are controlled and actively kept within a five degree range to signify the weather and 
desired internal environs, respectively. It’s from the heater/air conditioning system that we 
accrue our energy usage data; by measuring the watt hours required to maintain a constant 
internal temperature we can create a benchmark for later comparison.

The second set of thermal sensors is located on the outer side of each layer being used in 
the test. This data allows us to collect data on each individual layer, concerning the insulating 
properties each exhibit. 

Each of the thermal sensors is connected to the main computer, which tracks any fluctuations 
down to .1 degree of difference. Temperature controls for the heating and cooling systems 
are controlled via unconnected external thermal controllers, allowing the operator a redun-
dant system for checking the sensors and temperature settings.
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In the world of mobile structures, efficiency is key. By doing the research, 
and finding the best materials for each specific job, we can keep heating, 
cooling, and production costs to a minimum.


